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WIND A FLYIN (#2)

Run Sophia Run (#5)

Belloa Angelina (#1)

Exacta:  2-5/1-2-5, $4.  Tri:  2-5/1-2-5/1-2-3-4-5, $12.  Daily Double:  2-5/1-5, $8.        

PARKER’S
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Took command early and never looked back when beating tougher last, she again 
should have the lead to herself and get her fourth win this meet.
Second to the top choice back in May and she returns to Emerald after a nice win 
at Del Mar five weeks ago, she draws well, main danger.
Received a perfect stalking trip last and she beat a good field, her consistency a plus.

LEGION OF BOOM (#5)

Old Fashion Grit (#1)

Memo to Reese (#2)

Exacta:  5/1-2, 1-2/5, cost $4. Trifecta:    5/1-2/1-2-4-6, cost $6.
Pick 3:  5/2-3-6/2-4-7, cost $9.

Ran pretty well in his debut when a clear second in a fast heat for the level, he 
should graduate today.
Looks ready off a nice string of workout for his debut, he is bred to be quick early 
and figures to come out running.
Ships in from Idaho off a nice second in a restricted stakes last, fits very well here.

POSSE POWER (#3)

Memphis Mobster (#2)

Tobiah’s Journey (#6)

Exacta:  2-3/2-3-6, cost $4.   Trifecta:  2-3/2-3-6/1-2-3-4-6, cost $12.

Veteran hasn’t won in a very long time but he does come off a good second place 
finish and can break his losing streak.
Forced a face pace and paid the price late when fifth while favored last, he should 
be able to control the early pace here, wire to wire threat.
Good score over easier in his last, he is hard to separate from the top two.

FRISCO BOUND (#4)

Immigration (#7)

Atta Boy Lucky (#2)

Exacta:   4-7/2-4-7, $4.  Tri:  4-7/2-4-7/2-3-4-5-7, $12.  Pick 3:  2-4-7/3-4/3-5, $12.

Pressed a fast pace while three wide and tired leaving the turn, he drops, shortens 
up and seems most likely in a wide open heat.
Only one win in the last several years but he tries hard each and every time and 
the outside draw gives his rider options to stalk the leaders early.
Good win despite a slow start in his last, he is capable of repeating.

MZ DYNO (#4)

Magic Molly (#3)

Lahaina Rose (#2)

Exacta:   3-4/2-3-4, $4.   Tri:  3-4/2-3-4/1-2-3-4-6, $12.  Pick 3:  3-4/3-5/8-9, $8.

Finished well late for a win after sitting off a speed duel in her last, she again 
should get a good stalking trip, best guess in a toss-up.
Ran evenly for third when facing similar in her last, she has run well in all four of 
her starts and will be right there late.
Didn’t care for rating tactics last, she figures to be sent early here, maybe.

KNIGHT CLUB (#3)

Cinnamon Mocha (#5)

 Kandra (#2)

Exacta:   3-5/2-3-5, cost $4. Trifecta:  3-5/2-3-5/1-2-3-4-5, $12.
Pick 3:  2-3-5/8-9/7, cost $6. Super:  3-5/2-3-5/1-2-3-4-5/1-2-3-4-5, $12.

Woke up a bit last when third after some poor efforts to better, she is bred to love 
routing and should be on or near the lead right from the start.
Never threatened in her first start on this surface last, but she should benefit from 
the drop in claiming price.
Punished easier when sprinting last, she also is bred to love routing, definite danger.

Super:  3-4/2-3-4/1-2-3-4-6/1-2-3-4-6, $12.  Pick 5:  1-2-3-4-6/2-3-5/8-9/7/1, $15.

Super:   4-7/2-4-7/2-3-4-5-7/2-3-4-5-7, $12.  Pick 4:  2-4-7/3-4/2-3-5/8-9, $18.

Super:  2-3/2-3-6/1-2-3-4-6/1-2-3-4-6, $12.       Pick 3:  2-3/4-7/3-4, $8.  

Super:   5/1-2/1-2-4-6/1-2-3-4-6, cost $9.

Super:  2-5/1-2-5/1-2-3-4-5/1-2-3-4-5, $12.  Pick 3:  2-5/1-5/2-3, $8.  Pick 4:  2-5/5/2-3-6/2-4-7, $9.
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STRYKER PHD (#9)

Scat Daddybaby (#8)

Disruption (#5)

Exacta:  8-9/5-8-9, $4.  Tri:  8-9/5-8-9/3-5-8-9-11, $12.  Pick 3:  8-9/7/1, $2.   

Second in this race last year, he comes into today fresh with only two starts, 
excellent recent workouts and a race where a fast pace is insured, looks best.
Set some blistering fractions before being outfinished late in a sprint, he will 
have to work to get the lead early but has a big chance at a price.
Good try when third to the top choice last, he deserves a long look.

STAR OF THE DIA (#7)

Ugottabcatty (#2)

Jack the Pirate (#5)

Exacta:   7/2-5-6, 2/7, cost $4. Trifecta:  7/2-5-6/1-2-3-5-6, $12.

Hasn’t been able to keep with Ugottabcatty in his last two but he has excellent 
tacitical speed and looks reliable for another big try, choice.
Stretch runner has been impressive in his last two and he clearly is very sharp 
right now and while he picks up four pounds, he figures to be flying late again.
Faced some tough horses when routing last, he drops and returns to a sprint.

STOPSHOPPINGDEBBIE (#1)

Blueberry Smoothie (#2)

Wando Womaqn (#5)

Exacta:   1/2-5, cost $2. Trifecta:   1/2-5/2-4-5, cost $4. 
Pick 3:   1/1-2-6/2-4-7, cost $9.

No surprises here as she shoots for her ninth win in as many starts, she can act 
from on or off the lear early and should keep her streak alive.
Good effort to the top choice in 2013 when trying this long distance, she also 
didn’t have things go her way last when third.
Stretch runner did finish second in this race last year, late danger as usual.

I KEEP SAYING (#1)

El Capone (#2)

Hard Slider (#6)

Exacta:  1-2/1-2-6, cost $4. Trifecta:  1-2/1-2-6/1-2-3-4-6, $12.
Daily Double:    1-2/4-7, cost $8.

Crushed foes when sprinting last and not quite sure if he wants to route but he 
deserves to be favored off his last race and looks tough to bet against.
Stretch runner from Hastings should like our longer oval, he also may benefit if 
the top and third choice hook up early.
Has won routing in the past and he is very quick early, must be respected.

ONE CHEESY DUDE (#7)

Grand Destination (#4)

Tactical Strike (#2)

Exacta:    4-7/2-4-7, cost $4. Trifecta:   4-7/2-4-7/2-3-4-5-7, $12. 
Superfecta:   4-7/2-4-7/2-3-4-5-7/2-3-4-5-7, cost $12.

Looks to be improving with every start with his last being his best so far, he 
draws a perfect post for his style, edge.
Back in eight days after a distant second in his most recent, a race he looked to 
need, he appears the biggest threat to the top choice.  
Disappointed when favored last but he is capable of better, would be no surprise.

Today’s Best Bet (s): Today’s Longshot:
   STAR OF THE DIA in the eighth.
STOPSHOPPINGDEBBIE in the ninth.

SCAT DADDYBABY in the seventh.

EMERALD DOWNS RACE SELECTIONS for Sunday Afternoon,

August 24th, 2014 and the 79th Running Of the Longacres Mile

Super:  8-9/5-8-9/3-5-8-9-11/3-5-8-9-11, $12.  Pick 4:  8-9/7/1/1-2-4-6, cost $4. 

Super:   7/2-5-6/2-5-6/1-2-3-5-6, $9.            Pick 3:  7/1/1-2-4-6, cost $4.

Super:   1/2-5/2-4-5/2-4-5, cost $4.

Super:  1-2/1-2-6/1-2-3-4-6/1-2-3-4-6, $12.
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MADIBA (#5)
Conquest Panthera (#2)

Pain and Misery (#1)

BEE BRAVE (#1)
Tizmetisyou (#5)

Upbeat Mood (#4)

MAKE THE SUN SHINE (#6)
Light the City (#9)

One Gun (#5)

MISS SUPER QUICK (#9)
Kirov (#4)

Firefly (#3)

OBVIOUSLY (#1)
Tom’s Tribute (#2)

Lil Bit O’Fun (#7)

SANDY’S SONG (#9)
Ritzy Tags (#1)

Sweeter Thancandy (#5)

DRESS CODE (#7)
Hurricane Lake (#10)

Accelerant (#9)

BARUTA (#10)
Jade With Envy (#2)
Burning Arch (#4)
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Del Mar               Golden Gate
Race Selections for Sunday, August 24th, 2014

Race 11, Del Mar:

T.D.’s GOLD (#3)
He’s a Sure Calll (#5)

Morning Storm (#1)

ANYTIME MAGIC (#6)
Star Rocker (#1)

El Tio Fernando (#2)

SCHARNHORST (#3)
They Call Me Mr. P (#5)

Perfect Game Cain (#2)

IRENES JACKPOT (#7)
Le Fascinator (#1)

Jumanah (#3)

BROADWAY NIKA (#5)
Man From Lagos (#8)

Native Treasure (#6)

SPOT N THE LINE (#2)
Gabbro Glitz (#1)

Time to Glow (#7)

ANYTIME (#10)
Divot (#8)

Nacho Preacher (#6)

MORE CHAMPAGNE (#7)
Glitter of Sliver (#12)
Grazen’s Hope (#2)

POSITRON (#2)
Leo the Cop (#9)

Black the Cat (#8)

GOLDENCENTS (#5)
Fed Biz (#2)

Big Macher (#7)

GAME ON DUDE (#5)
Shared Belief (#11)
Clubhouse Ride (#9)

INDUSTRY LEADER (#1)
Pressure Time (#7)

World Famous Sam T (#12)


